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A practice in systems reliability studies has been to
assume that the components making up these systems fail
independently, i.e., correlation effects are ignored.. As
a result, the reliability computations are somewhat simpli-
fied. Correlation among the system components, however,
will in fact result in a system reliability which may be
quite different from that computed under the assumption of
independence
.
For serial systems, distributions are developed for the
multivariate normal. The reliability of serial systems
undergoing these failure distributions is then investigated
for selected values of correlation. Comparison is made
with reliability values assuming independent failure, com-
puted using the "product rule" by multiplying the component
reliabilities. The differences between these two estimates
are tabulated and graphed. An analysis of the results indi-
cates that increasing system complexity and correlation is
accompanied by a corresponding increase in the reliability
difference, and for certain parametric values the effect of
correlation can be quite important.
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A practice in systems reliability studies has been to
assume that the components which make up these systems fail
independently. This assumption permits system reliability
prediction to be made solely on the basis of demonstrated
component reliability. For example, the reliability of a
serial system, composed of components connected in series,
may be computed by multiplying in turn the reliabilities of
the separate components. This is the product rule for
reliability computation of serial systems.
The environment in which components function as part
of a system may be quite different from that present when
tested singly. This difference may be a result of component
interaction manifested by temperature or power fluctuation,
stress, vibration, or any other factor which could result
in the reliabilities of two or more components acting to-
gether as a serial system to be different from the product
of the component reliabilities. A measure of this inter-
action is called correlation.
The failure "pattern" exhibited by a system is described
mathematically by a joint failure distribution, and correla-
tion is included as a distribution parameter. This distri-
bution is utilized in computing system reliabilities.
This study assumes the multivariate normal failure
distribution. If zero correlation is assumed, component
independence is implied, and in this special case the multi-
variate normal distribution is equivalent to the product of
the component failure distributions, where each component
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is normally distributed. If interaction is not negligible,
however, a non-zero correlation value must be assigned in
the failure distribution, and system reliabilities computed
with the multivariate normal distribution are no longer
equivalent to the product of the component reliabilities.
The difference between the two is thus a measure of the
error introduced by the assumption of independence, if in
fact correlation is non-zero. The derivation and analysis
of this "difference function" is the purpose of this paper.
The first part of the study deals with two-component
serial systems with the bivariate normal failure distribution,
which is simply a special case of the multivariate normal
distribution. The second part of the study deals with the
general multivariate normal distribution. In each case, a
reliability difference function is developed. Reliability
differences are computed for selected values of correlation,
and the results tabulated, graphed, and analyzed. The find-
ings of the analysis are as follows:
1. The reliability difference increases with
correlation. This error will result in a "conservative"
reliability prediction by the product rule if corre-
lation is positive, i.e., system reliability computed
under the assumption of independence will be less than
the actual reliability. On the other hand, if corre-
lation is negative, system reliability will be less
than that computed using the product rule.
2. The reliability difference increases with
system complexity. That is, the greater the number of
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components in a system, the more marked is the effect
of correlation.
3. The error introduced by ignoring correlation
becomes significant for certain values of covariance.
The rather wide margin of error which may be introduced
by the assumption of independence would indicate that com-
ponent reliability information is insufficient evidence upon
which to base system reliability predictions. Correlation
information would appear to be a necessary adjunct. Further-
more, increasing positive correlation seems to be a proper
design improvement objective as an alternate to increasing
component reliability when system reliability improvement
is desired.
The data in the tables presented have been computed for
2the standard normal (ij=0,a =1) . In Appendix I it is ex-
plained how to use the tables for the more general case
in which the normal failure distribution is not standard.
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1. Introduction
A practice in system reliability studies has been to
assume component independence, i.e., to ignore correlation
effects. This has greatly simplified reliability computa-
tions. For example, the reliability of a series system,
assuming independence, may be obtained by multiplying
the individual component reliabilities together. This
"product rule" has provided what amounts to a thumb-rule
approximation for the reliability of a system composed of
components which in reality may have a wide range of corre-
lation values. The purpose of this paper will be to study
the impact of the independence assumption on the accuracy
of reliability measurement for such a series system.
1.1 Failure distribution
This study will be limited in scope to that of a single
failure distribution, the multivariate normal. (A similar
study has been made of the bivariate exponential and geomet-
ric distributions. [1])
The random vector T is distributed as the multivariate
normal if the joint density of T, , T„ , . .
.
, T is
f(t) = f (t^,t2,...,t^) = il__ exp[-l/2 (t-M) -SCt-y)]
,„ xN/2
(1.1)
where y represents the N by 1 vector of means, which for our
study is assumed to be composed of elements identically
equal to zero, T is the N-dimensional random variable

















It should be noted that V is an N by N symmetric, positive
definite matrix. [5]. In both the bivariate and multi-
variate cases to be studied, a value of one is assumed for
the variances, which are the elements of the main diagonal
in V above. Thus the main diagonal elements of (1.2) are
identically equal to one for the purposes of our study.
By definition, the correlation between two jointly
distributed random variables is
a . .
where o, . are the off-diagonal elements of the covariance
matrix. In system reliability prediction, the importance of
correlation, and therefore the covariance matrix, is derived
from the notion that p . . is a measure of component inter-
action, or interdependence. This interaction may be present
is a rather wide variety of forms, resulting in a value for
P . . of from -1 to +1
.
i:
The multivariate normal distribution provides an accurate
representation of the service lifetimes for a variety of
components. [13], The difficulty of evaluating the multi-
variate normal, however, has inevitably led to the assump-
tion of independence in reliability computations. The nature
of component interaction in a given system will determine the
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error introduced by such an assumption. An analysis of this
error will first be made for the two-element, bivariate
normal case.
2. The Bivariate Normal Distribution
In this section we shall be concerned with developing
and analyzing the reliability difference function associated
with a system composed of two elements connected in series.
2.1 System reliability
Two cases will be examined: the case in which the
correlation coefficient, p, is zero, and that in which
0<p£l.
For the case p = 0, the component reliability is
R (h-) = P(T >h') = /f (t )dt
-L -L-
^, ± ±
System reliability is then







1 Al-^l dt 1
°°
ri/'^2"^^
1 Z7i^ L^'"' ~K^ dt.
To simplify, let w = {t^-\s^) /o^, v = (t2-y2)/^2'
h = (h'-y^)/a^, k = i]<L'-M^)/o^,
and dw = dt^/o^, dv = dt2/a2,
giving R (h,k) = / exp(-w /2)dw / exp(-v /2)dv
^TF h /2/n k
(2.1)
For the case 0<p£l, system reliability is






















2 2(w -2wv+v ) ] dwdv
(2.3)
2.2 Reliability difference function
To obtain a quantitative expression for the effect of
correlation on system reliability, a reliability difference
function will be defined as follows:
AR(h,k) = Rj^(h,k) - R^(h,k), (2.4)
where R (h,k) and R (h,k) are given by expressions (2.3) and
(2.1) respectively. Thus R(h,k) represents the difference
between system reliability when there is correlation and
system reliability when there is no correlation.
In order to do the necessary calculations, a computer
program was developed (utilizing existing programs which
evaluated R. (h,k) and R (h,k) that computed AR(h,k)) for
given parametric values. [8], [10] . The results of these
computations are presented in Tables 2.01-2-23, and Figures
2.1-2.5.
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Explanation of Tables and Figures
Tables 2.01, 2.02, 2.03, 2.04, 2.05, 2.06, 2.08, 2.09,
2.10, 2.11, 2.12, 2.13, 2.15, 2.16, 2.17, 2.18, 2.19 and
2.20 list values of Rl , R2 , RI and RD for selected values
of H, A, and RHO:
A - the ratio of K to H, where K and H
are the lower bounds of the double
integral given by (2.3). Data com-
puted for A= .5, .7, 1.0.
RHO =p - correlation between two variables.
Data computed for RHO = .1, .3, .5,
.7, .9.
Rl = R, (h) - reliability of component 1.
R2 E R2(k) - reliability of component 2.
RI = R^(h,k) - two-component series system relia-
bility, RHO = 0.
RD = R_(h,k) - two-component series system relia-
bility, RHO ^ 0.
As an example of the use of these tables, assume it is desir-
ed to determine Rl, R2 , RI and RD for A = K/H = .7, RHO = .5,
and H = -1.10. One would first find the table for which
A = .7 and RHO = .5. This is Table 2.10. Look down the
left-most column for H = -1.10. Opposite this number the
values Rl = .864334, R2 = .779350, RI = .673619, and
RD ss .713343 may be read.
Tables 2.07, 2.14, and 2.21 list the bivariate normal
reliability differences, RD-RI, calculated from the values
of RD and RI given in the tables indicated above. Each of
these tables is for a different value of A.
Figures 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 show graphs which have been
plotted from the data tabulated in tables 2.07, 2.14, and
2.21 respectively. Each graph is for a different value of
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RHO. As an example of the use of these figures, suppose
the reliability difference was desired for A = .5 and
RHO = 1.0 at H = -1.0. Consulting Figure 2.1, and reading
off the uppermost curve, a value of .11 may be approximated,
A plot of Rj-^(h,k) for p equals .9 has been superimposed
on Figure 2.2.
Tables 2.22 and 2.23 present data from previous tables,
rearranged in order that an analysis of the influence of
changing A on the reliability difference function may
easily be made. These data are plotted in Figures 2.4 and
2,5, for RHO - .1 and .7 respectively.
A study of the graphs presented in this section reveals
that the reliability differences vary from zero, for p
equals zero, to .25 for p equal to one. This is approx-
imately a linear increase in reliability difference with
increasing correlation for p less than .7.
A plot of R (h,k) for p equals .9 has been superimposed
on Figure 2.2 to indicate the type of system upon which the
effect of correlation would be most significant. As may be
seen from this figure, a system with a reliability greater
than .85 would have a reliability difference less than .06
for a correlation of less than ,9. On the other hand, a
system with a reliability between .25 and .65 would have a
reliability difference of between .15 and .18 over that of
a system with zero correlation.
Figure 2.4 shows curves which appeared in previous
figures. Here, however, curves having the same value of p
are plotted for different values of A. If the magnitude of
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A is assumed to be an indicator of the similarity of the
two components which make up the system, then due to the
relatively minor differences between the curves, it would
appear that similarity is not an important factor in deter-
mining the reliability difference.
In summary, we may say that the assumption of indepen-
dence among two-element series' systems of high reliability,
whether they are identical or not, will probably not intro-
duce significant error into the reliability computation.
Systems of low to intermediate reliability, however, may
have approximately a 23-72% error introduced into the
reliability prediction if correlation is ignored. This
error will result in a "conservative" reliability predic-
tion if p is positive. That is, system reliability com-
puted under the assumption of independence will be less
than the actual reliability. On the other hand, if p is
negative, system reliability will be less than that com-
puted using the product rule. (See section 3.4.)
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TABLE 2.01
Table of Component and System Reliabilities for
A = . 5 -<H:l : . 1
H = -3. OU -1^ . 9V8630 R2 = .933193 ^ 1 ' .931933 kD = .9320 04
M = '? vn •• t : .ysJril34 R2 = .926471 -Vl z .9^4742 KD = . 9?4«44
M = -2. 80 -, 1: .Q^7445 R?. .9l9?43 RI r. .916894 ^D = .917037
M = -2 7 • 1 = . Q V 6 9 .' i ^2 = .91149? Rl = .908332 WD = .908531
H = -2 60 f- 1 - .yv'^i^v ^2-- .903199 ^1 = .898989 RU = .899263
W = -2 ^0 h1 = . Q P^^ / Q r2 = .894350 RI-- .888/97 KD = . 889168
H = -2 4 Hl = . ^n s n 2 \i2^ .884930 RI = .877676 ^D = .8781 75
H- -2 6 IJ Pl = . Q892?6 R2 = .874928 R i n .865545 H\)r . 866207
M = -2
. ^'O Wl = . Q ^ 6 c; 7 R?:: .864334 Rl = .852317 KD = .853184
M = -2 .10 r-l = . 982136 ^2- .853141 Rl = .837900 -13 = .839023
M = -2
.
11 k1 z .q;/250 rt2 = .841345 R i = .822204 -D = .823641
u =
.^0 K 1- .07128^ R? = .828944 R i : .8o5l4o ^D = . 806956
i-l =
- i




nl Kl = . 0-5^435 r2 = . 80233e U = . 766581 ^D = .769 38?
H = - -i
. bO Hi = .94^201 R2 = . 788145 Vi = .744955 hU = .748371
h| = - .50 m = . g 3 3l g i r2. .773373 ^1 = .7?l7o6 WD = . 72582?
H = - ]^ . 41J '-1 = . 919244 R2 = . 758036 Ri = .696820 KU = . / 1 7 2
1




H = - i .20 Kl = .884930 R2 = . 725747 Rl = .642235 U\)Z .648937
M = - 1 . 10 H = .R64i34 r2 = . 7n8B4o RI = .612675 '< D = .6?o37l
^- 1 .00 f ] = .841345 R2 = .69146? ii - • ^81758 wu = .590491
1-1 = -
.S/0 kl: .815940 r2 = .673645 Ri = .549654 -D = .559444
H = - .80 -1 = .788145 R2:^ .655422 Rl = .516567 RD = .527413
M = - .70 -J : . 738036 R? = .636831 -i 1 z .482741 RD = .494611
H = - .60 ^1- .725747 R2 = .617911 RI = . 448447 kU = .461284
M = - .50 - 1 = .691462 r2 = .598706 RI: .413983 fvD = .427698
M = - .40 ; 1 = .655422 R2 = .579260 J i = .379659 wD = .394138
M = - .30 1 - .617911 r2 = .559618 RI ^ .345794 ^D = . 360896
-! = -
.20 -1 = .579260 R2 = .539828 RU •312/01 wU = .326263
M = - .10 - 1 r .539828 r2z .519939 R i : .280678 ^D = .296524
H = - .00 h1; .500000 R2 = .500000 RI = . 2 5 U ^D = .265942
M = .10 - 1 - . 460172 R2 = .480061 Rl = .220911 kD = .236757
H = .20 • 1 = .420740 R2^ .460172 RI: .193613 -i^^^ .209176
M = .30 - 1 = .382089 R? = .44o38? Rl = .168265 ^D = .183367
H = . 40 -1 = . 344578 R2 = . 420740 RI = . 144978 -0 = . 159456
1-1 =
.50 gi = .3Q8538 r2 = .4oi?94 RI = .12^^814 ^D = .137529
M =
.60 f 1 = .274254 R2 = .382089 Ri : . 104/89 •^U = .117625
t-l =
.70 -1: .241964 r2 = . 363i 69 RI = .087874 kD = . 099744
-( =
.80 PI: .211855 R2 = .344578 RI = .073001 ^D = .083846
H = .90 I 1 = . 1840^0 r2z .326355 =(\- .060069 -0 = . 0«'986o
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TABLt 2.02
Table of Component and System Reliabilities lor
A = . 5 uj H .1 r . 3
H = -3.00 ^1 = . 998650 -?2--. .933193 Ri = .931933 RD = .932241



















H = -2.60 Kl = .995339 R2 = .903199 Rl ' .898989 RD = .900069




















M = -2.20 Pl = .98b097 R2 = .864334 Ri - .852317 RD = .855484

















































































































































































































H = .90 hl = .184060 R2 = ,326355 Ri = .060069 RD = . 090742
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H = -3.00 Pl =
H = -2.90 Rl =
H = -2.80 Rl =
H = -2.70 Kl =
Hs -2.60 Kl:
H = -2.50 Rl =
H = -2.40 Pl =
H = -2.30 Pl =
H = -2.20 Rl =
H = -2.10 Rl =
M = -2.00 SI:
H = -1.90 Hlr
H = -1.80 ^1 =
H = -1.70 ^vl =
M = -1.60 Rl =
H = -1.50 Rl =
H = -1.40 Rl =
H = -1.30 Rl =
H = -1.20 Rl =
H = -1.10 Fl =
H = -1.00 Rl =
H = -.90 Rl =
H = -.80 Rl =
H = -.70 t;i =
H = -.60 Rl =
H = -.50 Rl =
H = -.40 Rl =
H = -.30 Kl =
M = -.20 Rl =
H = -.10 Rl =
H = -.00 Rl =
H = .10 Kl =
H = .20 Rl =
H = .30 Rl =
H = .40 Rl =
H = .50 Rl =
H = .60 Pl =
H = .70 Rl =
H = .80 Rl =
H = .90 Kl =
TABLE 2.03
Table of Component and System Reliabilities for
A = .5 r^HI] Z .5
.998650 R2= .933193 ^1= .931933 RD= .932604
.998134 R2= .926471 91= .924742 RD= .925660
.997445 R2= .919243 RI= .916894 RD= .918137
.996533 R2= .91149? Rl= .908332 RD= .909997
.095339 R2= .903199 Rl= .898989 RD= .901198
.993790 R2= .894350 Rl= .888797 RD= .891695
.991802 R2= .884930 RI= .877676 RD= .881441
.989276 R2= .874928 RI= .865545 RD= .870385
.986097 R2= .864334 91= .832317 RD= .858474
.982136 R2= .853141 91= .837900 RD= .845652
.977250 R2= .841345 Rl= .822204 RD= .831861
.971284 R2= .828944 91= .805140 RD= .817044
.964070 92= .815940 91= .786623 RD= .801144
.955435 R2= .802338 91= .766581 RD= .784107
.945201 R2= .788145 91= .744955 RD= .765884
.933193 R2= .773373 91= .721706 RD= .746436
.919243 R2= .758036 91= .696820 RD= .725731
.903199 R2= .742154 91= .670313 RD= .703753
.884930 R2= .725747 91= .642235 RD= .680502
.864334 R2= .708840 91= .612675 RD= .655999
.841345 R2= .691462 91= .581758 RD= .630284
.815940 R2= .673643 91= .549654 RD= .603425
.788145 R2= .65542? 91= .516567 RD= .575512
.758036 R2= .636831 91= .482741 RD= .546666
.725747 R2= .617911 91= .448447 RD= .517029
.691462 92= .598706 91= .413983 RD= .486770
.635422 R2= .579260 91= .379659 9D= .456079
.617911 R2= .559618 91= ,345794 RD= .425165
.579260 92= .539828 91= .312701 RD= .394249
.539828 R2= .519939 91= .280678 ^D= .363561
.500000 R2= .500000 91= .230000 RD= .333333
.460172 92= .480061 91= .220911 RD= .303794
.420740 92= .460172 91= .193613 RD= .275161
.382089 R2= .440382 91= .168265 kD= .247635
.344578 R2= .420740 91= .144978 RD= .221397
.308538 R2= .401294 91= .123814 RD- .196601
.274253 R2= .382089 91= .104789 RD= .173370
.241964 R2= .363169 91= .087874 KD= .151799
.211855 R2= .344578 91= .073001 RD= .131946
.184060 R2= .326355 91= .060069 RD= .113840
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rABLb 2.04
Ta^le of Component and System Reliabilities for
A = . 5 -? H i = . 7
H = - 3 . n -U = .998650 R2 = .933193 ^1 = .931933 PU = .933005
H = -2.90 r^l- .998134 R2 = .926471 VI: .924742 RD = .926202
M = -2.80 Hl- .997445 R2 = .919243 RI = .916894 RD = .918862
H = -2.70 wi = .996533 R2 = .911492 Rl = .908332 RD = .910957
H = -2.60 i'l = .995339 R2 = .903199 Ri = .898989 RD = .902457
H = -2.^0 ^1 = . 993790 R2 = .894350 RI = .888797 RD = .893330
H = -2.40 ^•1 = . 991;iOi? R2- .884930 Rlr .877676 RD = .883542
W =
-2.i0 -1 = .989^76 R2 = . 8 M 9 2 B ^I^ .865545 RD = .873057
H = -2.20 r;i = .98609/ R2 = .864334 Rl = .852317 RD = .861837
M = -2.10 hl = .982136 R2^ .853141 Rlr .837900 RD = .849843
H = -2.00 hl = .977250 R2 = .841345 RI = .822204 RD = .83/030
H = -1.90 t'l = .971284 R2:: .828944 Rl = .805140 RD = .823355
M = -1.80 Kl = .964070 R2 = .815940 RI = .786623 RD = .808770
H = -1.70 Wl = .955435 R2^ .802338 Rl = .766581 fvD = . 793230
H = -1.60 PI - .945201 R2-- .788145 Rl = .744955 wD = . 776687
M = -1.50 Pl = .033193 R2 = .773373 Rl = .721706 ^iD = . 759096
H = -1.40 f^l- .919^43 R2 = . 758036 Rl = .696820 ^D = .740418
H = -1.30 Rl = .903199 R2 = .742154 RI = .670313 ,tD = . 720617
H = -1.20 Pl = .884930 R2 = .725747 RI = .642235 wo = .699670
H = -1.10 Kl = .864334 R2 = .708840 Ri = .612675 RD = .677562
H = -1.00 Rl = .841345 R2 = .691462 Rl = .581758 RD = .654296
H = -.90 ^^l = .815940 R2 = .673645 RI = .549654 RD = .629891
M = -.80 PA = . 788145 R2 = .65542? Rl = .516567 RD = .604386
H = -.70 -1 = .758036 R2 = .636831 RI = .482741 RD = .577845
H = -.60 Rl = .725747 R2 = .617911 RI = .448447 R0 = .550355
H = -.50 Pl = .691462 R2 = .598706 RI = .413983 RD = .522027
H = -.40 Rl = .655422 R2 = .579260 RI = .379659 RD = .493000
H = -.30 Pl = .617911 R2 = .559618 RI = .345794 RD = .463434
H = -.2 Kl = .579260 R2^ .539828 RI = .312/01 R0 = .433511
4 = -.10 Pi = .539828 R2 = .519939 Rl = .280678 RD = .403431
H = -. 00 Pl = .500000 R2 = .500000 RI = .250000 RD = .373408
H = .10 Kl = .460172 R2 = .480061 RI = .220911 RD = .343664
M = .20 Pl = .420740 R2 = .460172 Rl = .193613 RU = .314423
H = .30 ^1 = .382089 R2 = .440382 RI = •168265 RD = .285905
H = .40 Pl = .344578 R2 = .420740 Rl r .144978 RD = .258319
H = .50 Kl = .308538 R2 = .401294 Rlr .123814 kD = .231859
H = .60 Kl = .274253 R2 = .382089 Ri = .104789 RD = .206697
H = .70 Rl = .241964 R2 = .363169 RI = . 087874 RD = .182978
H = .80 Rl = .211855 R2 = .344578 RI = .073001 kD = .160820
H = .90 rtl = .134060 R2 = .326355 RI = .060069 RD = .140306
24
TABlE 2.05
Tatle of Component and System Reliabilities for
As. 5 H^O - .9
.933193 ^^1= .931933 RD= .933191
.926471 ^1= .924742 RD= .926468
.919243 =?U .916894 RD= .919239
.911492 -^1= .908332 -^0= .911484
.903199 ^1= .898989 RD= .903186
.894350 RI- .888797 RD= .894328
.884930 RI= .877676 RD= .884893
.874928 RI= .865!345 RD= .874866
.864334 RI= .852317 RD= .864234
.853141 Ri= .837900 RD= .852982
.841345 ^1= .822204 RD= .841096
.828944 RI= .805140 RD= .828562
.815940 -?I= .786623 KD= .815361
.802338 Rl= .766581 RD= .801475
.788145 Ri= .744955 kU= .786881
.773373 RI= .721706 RD= .771550
.758036 ^1= .696820 RD= .755450
.742154 Rl= .670313 RD= .738540
.725747 RI= .642235 RD= .720776
.708840 RI= .612675 RD= .702108
.691462 RI= .581758 RD= .682482
.673645 RI= .549654 KD= .661847
.655422 ^1= .516567 RD= .640152
.636831 RI= .482741 RD= .617359
.617911 ^1= .448447 RD= .593441
.598706 ^1= .413983 RD= .568394
.579260 =?I= .379659 RD= .542240
.559618 RI= .345794 RU= .515035
.539828 ^1= .312701 RD= .486869
.519939 =?I= .280678 RD= .457873
.500000 RI= .250000 RD= .428216
.480061 RI= .220911 RD= .398106
.460172 RI= .193613 RD= .367781
.440382 RI= .168265 RD= .337506
.420740 ^1= .144978 RU= .307559
.401294 RI= .123814 RD= .278225
.382089 -?1= -104789 RD= .249783
.363169 RI= .087874 RD= .222492
.344578 RI= .073001 ^D= .196586
.326355 RI= .060069 kU= .172262
1-1 = -3.00 Rl = .998650 R2 =
H = -2.90 Rlr .998134 R2 =
H = -2.80 Rl = .997445 R2 =
H = -2.70 Rl = .996533 R2 =
H = -2.60 Rl = .995339 R2 =
H = -2.50 Rl = .993790 R2 =
H = -2.40 Hl = ,991802 R2 =
H = -2.30 Rl = .989276 R2 =
H = -2.20 Hl = .986097 R2 =
H = -2.10 1-1 = .982136 R2 =
H = -2.00 Pl = .977250 R2 =
H = -1.90 Rl = .971284 R2 =
H = -1.80 Rl = .964070 R2 =
MS -1.70 Pl = .955435 R2 =
H = -1.60 -1 = .945201 R2 =
W = -1.50 Rl = .933193 R2 =
M = -1.40 Kl = .919243 R2 =
H = -1.30 Rl = .91J3199 R2 =
H = -1.20 Rl = .884930 R2 =
H = -1.10 Rl = .864334 R2 =
H = -1.00 Rl = .841345 R2 =
H = -.90 Rl = .815940 R2 =
H = -.80 Rl = .788145 R2 =
H = -.70 Rl = .758036 R2 =
H = -.60 Rl = .725747 R2 =
H = -.50 Rl = .691462 R2 =
H = -.40 Rl = .655422 R2 =
H = -.30 Rl = .617911 R2 =
H = -.20 Rl = .579260 R2 =
M = -.10 Rl = .539828 R2 =
H = -.00 Rl = .500000 R2 =
M = .10 Rl = .460172 R2 =
H = .20 Rl = .420740 R2 =
H = .30 Hl = .382089 R2 =
H = .40 Kl = .344578 R2 =
H = .50 tyl = .308538 R2 =
N = .60 Rl = .274253 R2 =
H = .70 Pl = .241964 R2 =
H = .80 Rl = .211855 R2 =
H = .90 Rl = .184060 R2 =
25
TABLE 2.06
Table of Component and System Heiiabilities for
As. 5 WHf)=1.0
H = -3.00 Ml = .998650 R2 = .933193 RI r .931933 PDr .933193
H = -2.90 Kl = .998i:'4 r2 = .926471 Rl r .924742 PDr .926471
H = -2.80 Hl = .997445 »2 = .919243 RI r .916894 PD = .919243
H = -2.70 Rl = ,<j965vl3 r2 = .911492 Rl r .908332 RD = .911492
H = -2.60 hl = .995339 R2 = .903199 R 1 r .898989 RD = .903200
H = -2.50 Pl = Q93790 r2 = .89435U Rlr .888797 RD = .894350
H = -2.40 Kl = 991802 R2 = .884930 Rl = .877676 PD = .884930
M = -2.3o f.l = 989276 r2 = .874926 Rl - .865545 WD = .874928
H = -2.20 ^1 = 98609/ R2 = .864334 Rl = .852317 PD = .864334
H = -2.10 Kl = 982136 r2 = .853141 •^ I r .837900 RD = .853141
H = -2.00 Rl = 977250 R2 = .841345 Rl = .8?2204 kD = .841345
M = -1.90 Pl = 07i2p4 r2 = .828944 Rl r .8n5l4o PD = .828944
H = -1.8U Kl = .964070 R2 = .815940 Rl r .7a6623 PD = .815940
H = -1.70 Pl = 955435 R2 = 802338 Rlr .766581 RD = .802337
H = -1.60 Pl = .945201 R2 = .788145 RI = .744955 RD = .788145
H =
-1.5o Pl = . 933193 r2 = .773373 RI r .721706 PD = .773373
H = -1.40 Pl = 919243 R2 = 758036 Rl - .696820 PD = . 758U36
H = -1.^0 Pl = .903l99 r2 = 742154 Rl -• .67o3l3 PD = .742154
H = -l.iJO Rl = .884930 R2 = .725747 Rl = .642235 PD = 725747
H = -1.10 Kl = .P64334 r2 = .708fl4f) Rlr .612675 PD = .708840
H = -1.00 P3 = .841345 R2 = .691462 Rlr .581758 PD = .691462
H = -.90 Pl = .815940 r2 = .673645 Rlr .549654 PD = .673645
H = -.80 Pl = .788145 R2 = .655422 Ris .516567 PD = .655422
H = -.70 Plr ,758036 r2 = .636831 Ris .482741 RD = .636831
H = -.60 Kir .725747 R2 = .617911 RI s .448447 RD = .617911
H = -.50 Rl = .691462 r2. .598706 Rl r .413983 PD = .598706
H = -.40 Plr .655422 r2 = .579?6n Rl : .379659 PD = .579260
H = -.30 Rl = .617911 r2 = .559613 RI r .34^794 RD = .559618
M = -.20 Pl = .579260 r2 = .539828 Rl r .312701 PD = .539828
H = -.10 p] = .5398^8 r2 = .519939 Rl r .280678 PD = .519939
H = -.00 Plr 50000U r2 = 500000 Rl r .250000 PD = .500000
M = .10 Pl = 460172 r2 = 480061 RI r .220911 PD = .460172
M = .20 Pl = .420740 r2 = 460172 RI : .193613 PD = .420740
H = .30 Rl = 3d20fl9 r2 = 44o382 Rlr .168265 RDr .382089
M = .40 Plr 34 4 57 8 r2 = 420740 Rl
-
.144978 KD = .344b78
M = .50 Pis 308538 r2 = 401294 Rl r .123814 PD = .308538
MS
.60 Pl = 274253 R2 = 382089 RI r .104789 PDr .274253
MS .70 Plr . 241964 r2= . 363i69 RI s .087874 PD = .241964
H = .80 Plr 211855 R2 = 344578 RI r .073001 RD = .211855
H = .90 Pis 184060 R2 = 326355 Ris .060069 PD = .184n60
26
TABLE 2.07
TABLE Of- BIVARIATE NORMAL RELIABILITY DIFFERENCES



































































































































































































































































































BIVAHIATE NORMAL RELIABILITY DIFFERENCE, Rp-Rj. VS




Table of Component and System Reliabilities for






































































































































.998650 R2= .982136 ^1= .980810 RD= .980836
.998134 R2= .978822 91= .976995 RD= .977036
.997445 r2= .975oO^ Rl- .972511 RQr .972571
.996533 R2= .970621 Rl= .967256 RD= .967345
.995339 R2= .965621 RI= .961120 RD= .961?50
.093750 R2= .959941 Rlr .953980 RD= .954167
.991802 R2= .953521 RI= .945705 RD= .945970
.989276 R2= .946301 Rl= .936153 RD= .936523
.986097 r2= .9^8220 Rl= .925175 hq= .925685
.982136 R2= .929219 RI= .912619 RD= .913311
.977250 R2= .919243 RI= .898330 RD= .899256
.971284 r2= .908241 qi~ .882159 rd= .883380
.964070 R2= .896165 Rl= .863966 RD= .865554
,955435 R2= .882977 Rl- .843626 RD= .845664
.945201 r2= .868643 ri= .82lo42 Rd= .823619
,933193 R2= .853141 Rlz .796145 RD= .799358
.919243 r2= .836457 Rl= .768907 RD= .772857
.903199 R2= .818589 RI= .739349 RD= .744135
.8849^0 r2= .799546 Rlr .707542 RQr .713260
.864334 R2= .779350 RI= .673619 RD= .680354
.fl4i345 r2= .758036 Rjr .637770 RD= .645591
.815940 R2= .735653 Rl= .600248 RD= .609203
.788145 r2= .712260 Rl= .561364 rqz .571470
.758036 R2= .687933 RI= .521478 RD= .532724
.725747 r2= .662757 R\z .480994 Rd= .493331
.691462 R2= .636831 RI= .440344 KD= .453686
.655422 r2= .6lo26l Rl= .399978 RD= .4l42n4
.617911 R2= .583166 RI= .360345 RD= .375297
.579260 r2= .555670 Rl= .321877 RD= .337372
.539828 R2= .527903 RI= .284977 RD= .300806
-500000 r2= .500000 Rl= .25ooOO HQ- .265942
R2= .472097 RI= .217246 WD= .233075
, ?074o r2= .444330 Rl= .186948 RD= .2o2442
.382089 R2= .416834 Rl= .159267 RD= .174220
.344578 r2= .389739 Rl= .134296 RD= .148521
.308538 R2= .363169 Rl^ .112051 RD= .125393
.274253 r2= .337243 ^i^ .092490 rd= .104826
.241964 R2= .312067 RI= .075509 RD= .086755
.211855 r2= .287740 Rl= .o6o959 RD= .071o66





H = -3.00 Kl =
H = -2.90 Rl =
Hs
-2.80 Kl =
Hs -2.70 Nl =
H = -2.60 Rl =
H = -2.50 Rl =
HS -2.40 Rl =
MS
-2.30 ^Is
HS -2.20 ^1 =
































H = .40 Rls
MS .50 Rls





Table of Component and System Reliabilities lor









































R2 = .962136 RI = .980810 RDs .980950
R2s .978822 Rls .976995 RDs .977201













R2s .959941 Rls .953980 RDs .954805
R2 = .953521 •?Is .945705 RDs .946837













R2 = .919243 HI = .898330 HDs 901875
































































































































R2s .264347 Rls .048656 RDs 077133
30
TABLE 2.10
Table of Component and System Reliabilities lor
A = .7 RHO = .5
H = -3.00 Rl = .998650 R2 = .982136 RI = .980810 RD = .981191
M = -2.90 Rl = .998134 R2 = .978822 RI = .976995 RD = .977534
M = -2.80 Kl = .997445 R2 = .975002 RI = .972511 kD = .973263
M = -2.70 Pl = .996533 R2 = .9/0621 -?I = .967256 RD = .968295
M = -2.60 Rl = .995339 R2 = .965621 RI = .961120 RD = .962541
H = -2.50 Rl = .993790 R2 = .959941 RI = .953980 RD = .955902
H = -2.40 Rl = .991802 R2 = .953521 Rl = .945705 RD = .948275
H = -2.30 Rl = .939276 R2 = .946301 RI = .936153 RD = .939552
W = -2.20 Rl = .986097 R2 = .938220 RI = .925175 RD = .929620
H = -2.10 Rl = .982136 R2 = .929219 RI = .912619 RD = .918367
H = -2.00 Pl = .977250 R2 = .919243 RI = .898330 RD = .905679
M = -1.90 Rl = .971284 R2 = .908241 RI = .882159 RD = .891447
H = -1.80 Rl = .964070 R2 = .896165 RI = .863966 RD = .875570
M = -1.70 Kl = .955435 R2 = .882977 ^1 = .843626 RD = .857958
H = -1.60 Rl = .945201 R2 = .868643 RI = .821042 RD = .838537
M = -1.50 Rl = .933193 R2 = .853141 RI = .796145 RD = .817252
H = -1.40 Rl = .919243 R2 = .836457 RI = .768907 RD = .794075
H = -1.30 Rl = .903199 R2 = .818589 Rl = .739349 RD = .769003
4 = -1.20 Rl = .884930 R2 = .799546 R I = .707542 RD = . 742070
H = -1.10 Rl = .864334 R2 = .779350 Rl = .673619 RD = .713343
M = -1.00 Rl = .841345 R2 = .758036 Rl = .637770 RD = .682927
H = -.90 Rl = .815940 R2 = .735653 RI = .600248 RD = .650965
H = -.80 Rl = .788145 R2 = .712260 RI = .561364 RD = .617640
H = -.70 Pl = .758036 R2 = .687933 RI = .521478 RD = .583169
H = -.60 Rl = .725747 R2 = .662757 R I = .480994 RD = .547802
H = -.50 Rl = .691462 R2 = .636831 RI - .440344 RD = .511817
H = -.40 Rl = .655422 R2 = .610261 RI = .399978 RD = .475510
H = -.30 Rl = .617911 R2 = .583166 RI = .360345 RD = .439195
H = -.20 Pl = .579260 R2 = .555670 RI = .321877 RD = .403187
H = -.10 Rl = .539828 R2 = .527903 RI = .284977 RD = .367800
H = -. 00 Pl = .500000 R2 = .500000 Rl = .250000 RD = .333333
H = .10 Rl = .460172 R2 = .472097 RI = .217246 RD = .300069
H = .20 Rl = .420740 R2 = .444330 RI = .186948 RD = .268257
H = .30 Rl = .382089 R2 = .416834 RI = .159267 RD = .238117
M = .40 Rl = .344578 R2 = .389739 Rl = .134296 RD = .209827
H = .50 Rl = .308538 R2 = .363169 RI = .112051 RD = .183523
H = .60 Rl = .274253 R2 = .337243 RI = .092490 HD = .159298
H = .70 Rl = .241964 R2 = .312067 RI = .075509 RD = .137200
H = .80 Pl = .211855 R2 = .287740 RI = .060959 RD = .117235




Table of Componant and System Reliabilities for
A s .7 RHfj = .7
Hs -3.00 Rl = .998650 R2s .982136 RI = .980810 RDs .981602
Hs
-2.90 Rl = .998134 R2s .978822 Rl = .976995 RDs .978088
HS -2.80 Rls .997445 R2s .975002 RI = .972511 RDs .974004
MS
-2.70 Rls .996533 R2s .970621 ^Is .967256 RDs .969276
MS
-2.60 Rl = .995339 R2s .965621 ^1 = .961120 RDs .963825
HS
-2.50 Hl = .993750 R2s .959941 Rl = .953980 RDs .957566
HS -2.40 Rl = .991902 R2 = .953521 ^1 = .945705 RDs .950411
HS -2.30 Rl = .989276 R2s .946301 RI = .936153 RD = .942265
HS -2.20 Ms .986097 R2s .938220 ^1 = .925175 RDs .933031
HS -2.10 Pl = .982136 R2s .929219 ^1 = .912619 RDs .922612
HS -2.00 Rl = .977250 R2 = .919243 Rls .898330 RDs .910909
HS -1.90 Rl = .971284 R2s .908241 RI = .882159 RDs .897826
HS
-1.80 Rl = .964070 R2s .896165 =^1 = .863966 RDs .883271
HS -1.70 Rls .955435 R2s .882977 RI = .843626 RDs .867161
HS -1.60 Rl = .945201 R2s .868643 RI = .821042 RDs .849423
HS -1.50 Rl = .933193 R2s .853141 RI = .796145 RDs .829999
HS -1.40 Rl = .919243 R2s .836457 ^1 = .768907 RD = .808849
HS -1.30 Rl = .903199 R2s .818589 ?I = .739349 RDs .785954
HS -1.20 Rl = .884930 R2s .799546 Rls .707542 RDs .761322
HS
-1.10 Rl = .864334 R2s .779350 Rls .673619 RDs .734986
H* -1.00 Rls .841345 R2s .758036 RI = .637770 RDs .707012
HS
-.90 Rls .815940 R2 = .735653 RI = .600248 RDs .677496
HS -.80 Rls .788145 R2s .712260 Rls .561364 RDs .646570
HS -.70 Rls .758036 R2s .687933 RI = .521478 RDs .614395
HS -.60 Rls .725747 R2s .662757 Rl = .480994 RDs .581165
HS -.50 Rls .691462 R2s .636831 RI = .440344 RDs .547101
HS -.40 Rl = .655422 R2s .610261 Rls .399978 RDs .512450
HS -.30 Rl = .617911 R2s .583166 RI = .360345 RDs .477475
HS
-.20 Rl = .579260 R2s .555670 RI = .321877 RDs .442454
HS
-.10 His .539828 R2s .527903 RI = .284977 RDs .407671
HS -.00 Rls .500000 R2 = .500000 Rl = .250000 RDs .373408
HS
.10 Rls .460172 R2s .472097 RI = .217246 RDs .339940
HS .20 Rls .420740 R2 = .444330 RI = .186948 RDs .307524
HS
.30 Rl = .382089 R2s .416834 RI = .159267 RDs .276397
HS .40 Rls .344578 R2s .389739 RI = .134296 RDs .246767
HS .50 Rls .308538 R2s .363169 RI = .112051 RDs .218808
HS .60 Rls .274253 R2 = .337243 Rl = .092490 RDs .192661
HS .70 Rl = .241964 R2s .312067 Rls .075509 RDs .168426
HS .80 Rls .211855 R2s .287740 Rls .060959 RDs .146165
HS .90 Rls .184060 R2s .264347 Rls .048656 RDs .125904
32
TABLE 2.12
Table of Component and System Reliabilities for
A = .7 RHO = .9
H = -3 .00 Rl = .998650 R2 = .982136 Rl = .980810 RD = .982085
H = -2 .90 Rl = .998134 R2 = .978822 RI = .976995 RD = .978746
H = -2,.80 Rl = .997445 R2 = .975002 RI = .972511 RD = .974890
H = -2,.70 Pl = .996533 R2 = .970621 Rl = .967256 RD = .970458
H = -2,.60 Rl = .995339 R2 = .965621 Rl = .961120 RD = .965385
H = -2,.50 Rl = .993790 R2 = .959941 RI = .953980 RD = .959604
H = -2,.40 Rl = .991802 R2 = .953521 RI = .945705 RD = .953046
H = -2..30 Rl = .989276 R2 = .946301 Rl = .936153 RD = .945637
H = -2,.20 Rl = .986097 R2 = .938220 RI = .925175 RD = .937302
H = -2 .10 Rl = .982136 R2 = .929219 RI = .912619 RD = .927966
H = -2 .00 Rl = .977250 R2 = .919243 RI = .898330 RD = .917551
H = "1
,
.90 Pl = .971284 R2 = .908241 RI = .882159 RD = .905981
H = "1,.80 Rl = .964070 R2 = .896165 RI = .863966 RD = .893179
M = "1
,
.70 Wl = .955435 R2 = .882977 RI = .843626 RD = .879075
H = "1 .60 Rl = .945201 R2 = .868643 RI = .821042 RD = .863600
H = "1 .50 Rl = .933193 R2 = .853141 RI = .796145 RD = .846694
H = "1 .40 Rl = .919243 R2 = .836457 RI = .768907 RD = .828303
H = "1 .30 Rl = .903199 R2 = .818589 RI = .739349 RD = .808388
H = - 1 .20 Rl = .884930 R2 = .799546 RI = .707542 RD = .786921
H = - 1 .10 Rl = .864334 R2 = .779350 RI = .673619 kD = .763892
M = -1 .00 Rl = .841345 R2 = .758036 RI = .637770 RD = .739310
M = .90 Rl = .815940 R2 = .735653 RI = .600248 RD = .713206
H = .80 Rl = .788145 R2 = .712260 RI = .561364 R0 = .685637
H =
. 7 Rl = .758036 R2 = .687933 RI = .521478 RD = .656687
H = .60 Rl = .725747 R2 = .662757 RI = .480994 RD = .626467
H = .50 Rl = .691462 R2 = .636831 RI = .440344 RD = .595118
H = .40 Rl = .655422 R2 = .610261 RI = .399978 RD = .562808
H = .30 Rl = .617911 R2 = .583166 RI = .360345 RD = .529733
H = .20 Rl = .579260 R2 = .555670 RI = .321877 RD = .496114
H = .10 Rl = .539928 R2 = .527903 RI = .284977 RD = .462190
H = .00 Rl = .500000 R2 = .500000 RI = .250000 RD = .428216
H = .10 Rl = .460172 R2 = .472097 RI = .217246 KD = .394459
H = .20 Rl = .420740 R2 = .444330 RI = .186948 HD = .361184
H = .30 Rl = .382089 R2 = .416834 RI = .159267 RD = .328656
H = .40 Rl = .344578 R2 = .389739 RI = .134296 RD = .297125
H = .50 Rl = .308538 R2 = .363169 RI = .112051 RD = .266825
H = .60 Rl = .274253 R2 = .337243 RI = .092490 KD = .237963
H = .70 Rl = .241964 R2 = .312067 RI = .075509 RD = .210718
M = .80 Rl = .211855 R2 = .287740 RI = .060959 HD = .185233
H = .90 Rl = .184060 R2 = .264347 Rl = .048656 RU = .161613
yy
TABLE 2.13
Table of Component and System Reliabilities for
A = .7 RHij =1.0
Hs
-3.00 Wis .998650 R2s .982136 R z .980810 RD
H = -2,90 m = .Q98134 r2. .97882? R : .976995 HD
HS
-2.80 Kl = .997445 R2s .975002 R s .972511 <^\i
MS -2.70 Rl = .996533 r2s .970621 R] : .967256 RD
MS -2.60 Rls .99!?339 R2s .965621 Rl s .961120 RD
HS -2.50 Rls .993790 r2s ,959941 Rl - .953980 RD
HS -2.40 Rls .991802 R2s .953521 R] : .945705 KD
HS
-2.3o Pis .989276 r2 = .946301 R] : .936153 HD
HS -2.20 Pis .986097 R2s .938220 R] ; .925175 RD
HS -2.10 Kls .982136 R2s .929219 R] s .912619 HD
HS -2.00 Rls .9/7250 R2 = .919243 R] s .898330 RD
HS
-1.90 Rls .971204 R2s .908241 R] : .882159 RD
HS -1.80 Rls .964070 R2 = .896165 Rl : .863966 RD
HS -1.70 Rls .955435 r2 = .882977 R! = .843626 RD
HS -1.60 kls .945201 R2s .868643 R] : .821042 RD
HS
-1.5o Rls ,933193 R2 = .853141 Rl : .796145 KD
HS -1.40 Rls .919243 R2s .836457 Rl : .768907 RD
HS
-1.3o Rls .903199 R2s .818589 Rl : .739349 RD
HS
-1.20 Kls .884930 R2s .799546 Rl = .707542 RD
HS -1.10 Rls .864334 r2 = .779350 Rl r .673619 RD
HS
-1.00 Rls .841345 R2 = .758036 Rl s .637770 RD
Hs -.90 Kls ,8159^0 R2s .735653 R] s .600248 RD
HS -.80 Kls .788145 H2 = .712260 Rl s .561364 RD
HS -.70 Rls .758036 R2 = .687933 Rl s .521478 RD
HS
-.60 Rls .725747 R2 = .662757 r; s .480994 RD
HS -.50 Rls .691462 r2s .636831 RI z .440344 RD
Hs -.40 Rls .655422 r2s .610261 Rl - .399978 RD
HS -.30 Rls .617911 r2 = .583166 Rl - .360345 RD
HS -.20 Rls .579260 r2s .555670 Rl - .321877 RD
HS -.10 Rls .539828 r2 = .527903 R! - .284977 RD
HS -.00 Rls .500000 r2 = .500000 Rl r .250000 KD
HS .10 Kls .460172 r2s .472097 Rl - .217246 RD
HS .20 Wis .420740 R2 = .444330 Rl • .186948 RD
HS .30 Rls .382089 R2 = .416834 Rl = .159267 RD
HS .40 Rls .344578 R2s .389739 Rl = .134296 RD
HS
.50 Rls .308538 R2s .363169 Rl = .112051 RD
HS .60 Rls .274253 r2s .337243 Rl z .092490 RD
HS .70 Rls .241964 R2s .312067 Rl z .075509 RD
HS
.60 Rls .211855 r2s .287740 Rl z .060959 RD











































TABLE OF BIVARIATE NORMAL RELIABILITY DIFFERENCES






























































































































































































































































































BIVARIATE NORMAL RELIABILITY DIFFEHiUCE, B^.R^
,
VS





































-3.0 -2,0 'l.O 0.0 1.0 IX H
TABLE 2.15
Table of Component and System Reliabilities for
A = 1 . ^ H = .1




















H = -2.70 Pl = .996533 R2 = .996533 Rl = .993078 RD = .993094

























































































































































































































































































































Table of Component and System Reliabilities for
A =1.0 RHO = .3
H = -3.00 Rl = .998650 R2 = .998650 RI = .997302 RD = .997324
H = -2.90 M = .998134 R2 = .998134 ^1 = .996272 RD = .996308





















H = -2.50 Pl = .993790 R2 = .993790 ^1 = .987619 RD = .987843
H = -2.40 Rl = .991802 R2 = .991802 Rl = .983672 RD = .984012
H = -2.30 Rl = .989276 R2 = .989?76 Rl = .978667 RD = .979173





















H = -1.90 Pl = .971284 R2 = .971284 RI = .943392 RD = .945520






































































































































































































H = -3.00 Pl =
H = -2.90 Kl =
H = -2.80 hl =
H = -2.70 k1 =
H = -2.60 fn =
H = -2.50 K'l =
M = -2.40 Rl =
H = -2.30 Pl =
H = -2.20 K^l =
H = -2.10 Rl =
H = -2.00 Rl =
H = -1.90 Rl =
H = -1.80 Rl =
H = -1.70 Rl =
H = -1.60 Rl =
H = -1.50 Rl =
H = -1.40 Rl =
H = -1.30 Rj =
H = -1.20 Rl =
H = -1.10 Rl =
H = -1.00 Rl =
H = -.90 Rl =
H = -.80 Rl =
H = -.70 Rl =
H = -.60 Rl =
H = -.50 Rl =
H = -.40 Rl =
H = -.30 Rl =
Hs -.20 Pl =
H = -.10 Rl =
H = -.00 Kl =
H = .10 Rl =
H = .20 Rl =
4 = .30 Rl =
H = .40 Rl =
H = .50 Rl =
H = .60 Rl =
H = .70 Rl =
H = .80 Rl =
H = .90 Rl =
TABLE 2.17
Table of Componfint and System Reliabilities for
A =1.0 RHO = .5
.998650 R2= .998650 RI= .997302 RD= .997382
.998134 R2= .998134 RI= .996272 RD= .996396
.997445 R2= .997445 Rl= .994896 RD= .995087
.996533 R2= .996533 ^1= .993078 RD= .993366
.995339 R2= .995339 ^1= .990699 RD= .991128
.993790 R2= .993790 Rl= .987619 RD= .986250
.Q91802 R2= .991802 ^1= .983672 RD= .984588
.989276 R2= .989276 ^1= .978667 RD= .979977
.986097 R2= .986097 RI= .972387 RD= .974237
.982136 R2= .982136 RI= .964590 RD= .967166
.977250 R2= .977250 Rl= .955017 RD= .958553
.971284 R2= .971284 RI= .94339? RD= .948175
.964070 R2= .964070 RI= .929430 RD= .935810
.955435 R2= .955435 RI= .912855 ^D= .921241
.945201 R2= .945201 RI= .893404 kD= .904266
.933193 R2= .933193 ^1= .870849 RD= .884709
.919243 R2= .919243 RI= .845008 RD= .862431
.903199 R2= .903199 Rl= .815769 R0= .837341
.884930 R2= .884930 -ilz .783102 RD= 809406
.864334 R2= .864334 Rl= .747073 RD= .778658
.841345 R2= .841345 RI= .707861 RD= .745204
.815940 R2= .815940 RI= .665758 RD= .709223
.788145 R2= .788145 Rl= .621172 RD= .670975
.758036 R2= .758036 RI= .574619 RD= .630790
.725747 R2= .725747 Rl= -526709 RD= .589063
.691462 R2= .691462 RI= .478120 RD= .546244
.655422 R2= .655422 Rl= .429578 RD= .502823
.617911 R2= .617911 Rl= .381814 RD= .459311
.579260 R2= .579260 RI= .335542 RD= .416228
.539828 R2= .539828 RI= .291414 RD= .374078
.500000 R2= .500000 RI= .250000 RD= .333333
.460172 R2= .460172 RI= .211758 RD= .294422
.420740 R2= .420740 RI= .177022 RD= .257709
.382069 R2= .382089 RI= .145992 RD= .223489
.344578 R2= .344578 RI= .118734 RD= .191979
.308538 R2= .308538 RI= .095195 RD= .163320
.274253 R2= .274253 RI= ,075215 RD= .137570
.241964 R2= .241964 RI= .058546 RD= .114718
.211855 R2= .211855 RI= .044883 RD= .094686
.184060 R2= .184060 RI= .033878 RD= .077344
39
TABLE 2.18
Table of Component and System Reliabilities for
A =1.0 RH) = .7
H = -3.00 Kl = .998650 R2 = .998650 R = .997302 RD = .997530
H = -2.90 Rl = .998134 R2 = .998134 R = .996272 RD = .996610
H = -2.80 Kl = .99744i5 R2 = .997445 R .994896 RU = .995391
H = -2.70 Kl = .996533 R2 = .996533 ^ = .993078 RD = .993793
H = -2.60 Kl = .995339 R2 = .995339 Rl = .990699 RD = .991723
H = -2.50 Rl = .993790 R2 = .993790 R] = .987619 RD = .989066
H = -2.40 Rl = .991802 R2 = .991802 R] = .983672 RD = .985695
H = -2.30 Pl = .989276 R2 = .989P76 Rl r .978667 RD = .981460
H = -2.20 Pl = .986097 R2 = .986097 Rl «• .972387 RD = .976198
H = -2.10 Kl = .982136 R2 = .982136 Rl = .964590 RD = .969729
H = -2.00 K:l = .977250 R2 = .977250 R] = .955017 RD = .961861
H = -1.90 Rl = .971284 R2 = .971284 R] = .943392 KD = .952393
H = -1.80 Pl = .964070 R2 = .964070 R] = .929430 KD = .941122
M = -1.70 Rl = .955435 R2 = .955435 Rl = .912855 RD = .927846
H = -1.60 Pl = .945201 R2 = .945201 Rl = .893404 RD = .912379
H = -1.50 Rl = .<^33193 R2 = .933193 Rl = .870849 RU = .894552
H = -1.40 Rl = .919243 R2 = .919243 Rl r .845008 RD = .874225
H = -1.30 Rl = .903199 R2 = .903199 Rl = .815769 RD = .851298
M = -1.20 Rl = .884930 R2 = .884930 Rl = .783102 RD = .825718
H = -1.10 Rl = .864334 R2 = .864334 R] r .747073 RD = .797487
H = -1.00 Rl = .841345 R2 = .841345 Rl = .7U7861 RD = .766669
H = -.90 Rl = .815940 R2 = .815940 R] = .665/58 RD = .733391
H = -.80 wi = .788145 R2 = .788145 Rl z .621172 RD = .697849
H = -.70 Rl = .758036 R2 = .758036 Rl = .574619 RD = .660302
M = -.60 Kl = .725747 R2 = .725747 Rl = .526709 RD = .621070
H = -.50 Wl = .691462 R2 = .69146? Rl = .478120 RD = .580527
M = -.40 Rl = .655422 R2 = .65542? Rl r. .429578 WD = .539087
H = -.30 Pl = .617911 R2 = .617913 RJ z .381814 RD = .497196
MS
-.20 Rl = .579260 R2 = .579260 -^1 z .335542 KD = .455314
H = -.10 ki = .539828 R2 = .539828 Rl z .291414 RD = .413903
H = -.00 Rl = .500000 R2 = .500000 Rl z .250000 WD = .373408
H = .10 ''1 = .460172 R2 = .460172 Rl z .211758 RD = .334247
H = .20 ;^i = .420740 R2 = .420740 Rl z .177022 KD = .296795
H = .30 Rl = .382089 R2 = .382089 Rl z .145992 WD = .261373
H = .40 Rlr .344578 R2 = .344578 Rl z .118734 RD = .228243
H = .50 ^Vl = .308538 R2 = .308538 Rl z .095195 RD = .197602
H = .60 Kl = .274253 R2 = .274253 Rl z .075215 RD = .169576
H = .70 Rl = .241964 R2 = .241964 Rl z .058546 WD = .144229
Hs .80 Rl = .211855 R2 = .211855 Rl z .044883 RD = .121559
H = .90 Rl = .184060 R2 = .184060 Rl z .033878 RD = .101511
40
TABLE 2.1^
Table of Component and System Reliabilities for
A =1.0 RHO = .9
H = -3 .00 Rl = .998650 R2 = .998650 Rl = .997302 RD = .997911
H = -2 .90 Wl = .998134 R? = .998134 Rl = .996272 RD = .997136
H = -2 .80 Wl = .997445 R2 = .997445 RI = . 994896 RD = .996112
H5 -2 .70 Rl = .996533 R2 = .996533 RI = .993078 RD = .994770
H = -2 .60 Rl = .995339 R2 = .995339 RI = .990699 RD = .993030
H = -2 .50 Rl = .993790 R2 = .993790 RI = .987619 RD = .990799
H = -2 .40 Rl = .991802 R2 = .991802 RI = .983672 RD = .987965
H = -2 .30 Rl = .989276 R2 = .989276 Rl = .978667 RD = .984403
H = -2 .20 Rl = .986097 R2 = .986097 RI = .972387 RD = .979971
H = -2 .10 Kl = .982136 R2 = .982136 Rl = .964590 RD = .974513
H = -2 .00 Kl = .977250 R2 = .977250 RI = .955017 HD = .967861
H = -1 .90 Rl = .971284 R2 = .971284 RI = .943392 RD = .959835
H = -1 .80 Rl = .964070 R2 = .964070 RI = .929430 RD = .950252
H = "1
,
.70 Pl = .955435 R2 = .955435 RU .912855 RD = .938926
H = -1
,
.60 Wl: .945201 R2 = .945201 RI = .893404 RD = .925675
M = - 1 .50 Pl = .933193 R2 = .933193 Rl = .870849 RD = .910334
H = -^
,.40 Pl = .919243 R2 = .919243 RI = .845008 RD = .892752
H = - 1 .30 Nl = .903199 R2 = .903199 Rl = .815769 RD = .872809
H = - 1 .20 Rl = .884930 R2 = .884930 RI = .783102 RD = .850420
H = "1 .10 Rl = .864334 R2 = .864334 RI = .747073 RD = .825541
H = - ^ ,.00 Rl = .841345 R2 = .841345 RI = .707861 Hd = . 798179
M = .90 Kl = .815940 R2 = .815940 Rl = .665758 RD = .768395
H = .80 Rl = .786145 R2 = .788145 RI = .621172 RD = .736306
H = .70 Rl = .758036 R2 = .758036 RI = .574619 RD = .702088
H = .60 Rl = .725747 R2 = .725747 Rl = .526709 RD = .665974
H = .50 Rl = .691462 R2 = .691462 RI = .478120 RD = .628250
H = .40 Pl = .655422 R2 = .655422 RI = .429578 RD = .589249
H = .30 Rl = .617911 R2 = .617911 RI = .381814 RD = .549340
H = .20 -1 = .5/9260 R2 = .579260 RI = .335542 RD = .508922
H = .10 Rl = .539828 R2 = .539828 RI = .291414 HD = .468408
H = .00 Kl = .500000 R2 = .500000 Ri = .250000 RD = .428216
H = .10 Rl = .460172 R2 = .460172 RI = .211758 RD = .388753
H = .20 Rl = .420740 R2 = .420740 RI = .177022 RD = .350402
H = .30 Hl = .382089 R2 = .382089 RI = .145992 RD = .313517
H = .40 Rl = .344578 R2 = .344578 RI = .118734 RD = .278405
H = ,50 Rl = .308538 R2 = .308538 Rl = .095195 RD = .245325
H = .60 Rl = .274253 R2 = .274253 RI = .075215 RD = .214481
H = .70 Rl = .241964 R2 = .241964 Rl = .058546 RD = .186015
H = .80 Rl = .211855 R2 = .211855 RI = .044883 RD = .160017
H = .90 Rl = .184060 R2 = .184060 RI = .033878 RD = .136515
TABlE 2.20
Table of Component and Syetem Heliatllltles for
A sl.O WHO =1.0
Hs -3.00 Rls .998650 r2 = .998650 Rls .997302 RDs .998650
H = -2.90 Rls .998174 R2 = .998134 Rls .996272 RDs .998134
M = -2.80 Rls .997445 r2 = .997445 ^Is .994896 RDS .997445
H = -2.70 Rl = .996533 R2s .996533 -?Is .993078 RDs .996533
MS -2.60 Rls ,995339 R2s .995339 Rls .990699 RD = .995339
H5 -2.50 Kl = .993790 R2 = .993790 ^1 = .987619 RD = .993790
Ms
-2.4n Rls .991802 r2 = .99180? -?Is .983672 RD = .991802
HS -2.30 Nl = .989276 R2 = .989276 Ris .978667 RDs .989276
Ms -2.20 Rls .986097 r2 = .986097 ^1 = .972387 RD = .986097
MS
-2.10 Wl = .982136 R2 = .982136 RU .96"4590 RDs .982136
H = -2.00 Rl = .977250 r2 = .977250 RI = .955017 RDs .977250
MS
-1.90 Kls .071^84 R2 = .971284 ^1 = .943392 RDs .971283
Hs -1.80 Pis .964(370 r2 = .964070 ^1 = .929430 RDs .964070
HS -1.70 Rl = .955435? R2 = .955435 RI = .912855 RD = .955435
HS -1.60 Rls .945^01 R2 = .945201 91 = .893404 RDs .945201
HS
-1.50 Rls .933193 R2 = .933193 ^Is .870849 RDs .933193
HS -1.40 Rls .919243 R2 = .919243 Rl = .845008 RDs .919243
HS -1.30 Rls .903199 R2s .903199 Rls .815769 RDs .903200
HS -1.20 Rl = .884930 r2. .884930 Rls .783102 RDs .884930
H = -1.10 Pis .864334 R2 = .864334 RI = .747073 RDs .864334
HS -1.00 Rls .841345 r2 = .841345 Rls .707861 RDs .841345
HS -.90 Rl = .815^40 R2 = .815940 RI = .665758 RDs .815940
HS -.80 Rls .788145 r2 = .788145 Rls .621172 RDs .788145
H = -.70 Rls .758036 R2s .758036 Rls .574619 NDs .758036
H = -.60 Rl = .725747 r2s .725747 Rls .526709 RDs .725747
MS -.50 Rls .691462 r2 = .691462 RI = .478120 RDS .691462
HS -.40 Rls .655422 R2s .655422 RI = .429578 RDs .655422
HS -.30 Rls .617911 r2 = .617911 RI = .381814 RDS .617911
MS -.20 Rl = .579260 R2r .579260 RI = .335542 RDs .579260
HS
-.10 Rls .539828 R2 = .53982s RI = .291414 RD = .539828
H = -.00 Rls .500000 r2 = .500000 Rl = .250000 RD = .500000
HS .10 Rls .460172 r2 = .460172 Rls .21175s RD = .460172
HS .20 Rls .420740 r2 = .420740 Rls .177022 RD = .420740
HS .30 Rls .392089 r2 = .382089 Rls .145992 HD = .382089
HS .40 Rls .344578 R2 = .344578 Rls .118/34 RD = .344578
HS .50 Rls .308538 r2 = .308538 RI = .095195 RDs .308538
H = .60 Rls .274253 R2s .274253 RI = .075215 RD = .274253
HS .70 Rls .241964 R2s .241964 Rls .058546 RD = .241964
HS .80 Rls .211855 R2 = .211855 Rls .044883 RDs .211855
HS
.90 Rls .184060 R2s .184060 RI = .033878 RDs .184060
42
TABLE 2.21
Table oi- bivariate normal reliability dk-ferences
A =1.0 A 13 RATIO OF PARAMETERS K/H





























































































































































































































































BIVAKIATE NORMAL RELIABILITY DIFFERENCE, Rp-Rj, VS
MISSION TIME, H, FOR A = K/H a 1.0
1ABLE 2.22































































































































































































BIVArtlATE NOltMAL RELIABILITY DIFFilRillCE, Rp-Rj, VS
.01^






















'3.0 7.0 -1.0 0.0
46
1 ,0 1.0 H
TABLE 2.23
































































































































BIV^llIATE NORMAL RPJ.TABILITY DlifTHRENCE, Rp-Rj, VS
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-3.0 1.0 1.0 0.0
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1.0 2.0 H
3. The Multivariate Normal Distribution
In this section the investigation will be extended to
the multivariate case. That is^ the effect of correlation
on reliability prediction will be examined in the case of
series systems with joint normally distributed component
failure, where the system is composed of three or more com-
ponents. Data will be presented for selected systems of
four to twelve components.
3.1 System reliability
To preserve continuity, the mathematical structure pre-
sented in section 2 will be used as a starting point for
the development of the multivariate normal reliability
difference function. Expression (2.3) gave the system
reliability for the bivariate case. An analogous expres-
sion for the multivariate case is
1/2 °° °°
"d*"' = 7;-n72 /•••/ exp[4(t-p)'S(t-y)]dt^...dt^
(2tt) hj^ h-^ (3.1)
where the vector of lower bounds, H' = (h-j^ h„ **'h ),
and S is the inverse of the covariance matrix V. (See
section 1.1) In the analysis which follows, h, = h^ *** =
h„ and t, = t^ = * * " - t.,N 12 N.
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The expression for system reliability under the indepen-
dence assumption becomes
R (H) = —-— / exp
a^/Tn h^








3.2 Reliability difference function
As in section 2.2, the reliability difference function
will be defined as the difference between system reliability
with no independence assumption, and that for which indepen-
dence is assumed. Thus, for the multivariate case, relia-




where Rp(H) and Rj(H) are defined by (3.1) and (3.3)
respectively.
A computer-assisted analysis was made of the reliability
difference function defined above, using various assumed
values of the vector of lower bounds, H, and covariance
matrix, V. The program was translated from [6] with certain
modifications and improvements. [4], [3], An analysis and
tabulation of the results follow.
3.3 Explanation of tables and graphs
A few minor differences exist between the symbols which
appear in the following tables and graphs and those defined
50
above. The following are equivalent:
RD E R^(H)
RI = R^(H)
"COVARIANCE" and "GOV", as appearing in the tables and graphs,
refer to the off-diagonal elements of the covariance matrix.
The absolute value of each of these elements was assumed to
be equal in all cases studied.
The ratio of the number of elements whose value is
positive to the number of elements whose value is negative
is denoted by R. (See Figure 3.8 and Tables 3.07-3.09.)
Tables 3.01-3.09 summarize the data computed for the
multivariate normal distribution with selected values of
H, covariance, and N. H represents time (see expression 3.1),
and N represents the number of system components.
3.4 Analysis of results
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 are analogous to Figure 2.3. In
these figures the variation of the reliability difference
function with H has been extended to the cases for which N
equals 6 and 10 respectively. A comparison of these curves
indicates that their shape has remained approximately the
same. Two things should be noted, however. The maximum
reliability difference has increased, and the point of its
occurrence has shifted toward the left. This is readily
apparent in Figure 3.3, in which the reliability difference
function has been plotted for several values of N. The
reliability difference maximum has increased from .12 for
N equal 2 to .43 for N equal 12, and the point of occurrence
of the maximum has shifted from H equal to H equal -1.0.
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The influence of system complexity, N, on the reliability
difference function is clearly demonstrated by Figure 3.4.
The reliability difference increases steadily with N, and
for values of covariance greater than .5, the relation is
approximately linear. The graph is made for a value of H
equal to -1.5. Figure 3.5 is a similar graph with H equal
to -2.0.
It would appear from these figures that the reliability
difference function increases with the value of the co-
variance. To show this more clearly, the difference function
was plotted against covariance for given values of H. The
results are shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.7. Within the range
of the values of covariance for which data was computed, it
may be seen that the relationship between the difference
function and system covariance is approximately a linear one.
As might be expected, slope increases with N. This result
could prove useful in estimating the reliability difference
of a system with a certain covariance matrix when the
reliability difference of a similar system with a different
covariance matrix has been computed. Perhaps even more im-
portant, however, is the avenue for system reliability
improvement which is suggested. Given two systems, identical
in that the component reliabilities of each are the same,
one could improve the reliability of on^ system over the
other by somehow increasing the value of the elements of the
covariance matrix of that system.
The relation between the reliability difference and the
covariance matrix is llkawls© rather prtdletabl© whtn
§2
negative elements are introduced into the matrix. Tables
3.07 and 3.08 indicate the effect. Table 3.07 is for N
equal 4, and Table 3.08 is for N equal 8. This data is
plotted in Figure 3.8; R is as defined in section 3.3. It
may be seen that despite the existence of non-zero co-
variances, the reliability difference may be negligible for
certain R. It is interesting to note , however, that in the
cases examined when R = 1/1, a reliability difference
existed which was positive and not negligible. (See Table
3.09.) Here is an area in which further study would be
worthwhile.
Figure 3.9 shows the plot of N-variate normal relia-
bility differences vs N for selected values of system relia-
bility computed using the product rule. For all values of
R (H) considered, the reliability difference is an increas-
ing function of N. Figures 3.10 and 3.11 indicate the
relationship between the reliability differences and R (H)
for covariance equal to .3 and .7 respectively. The magni-
tude of the reliability difference is, as we have seen,
proportional to the covariance. When the covariance is
relatively low (see Figure 3.10), the reliability difference
is less than .10 for R (H) greater than .60. As correlation
increases, however, in the intermediate reliability range
(which I shall arbitrarily denote as that region for which
. 50_<R (H) <_. 90) , the reliability difference becomes an
important factor, as evidenced in Figure 3.11. Indeed,
this figure suggests that for R (H)£60, the product rule
provides a poor approximation of system reliability.
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Figures 3.1 and 3.2 present, for N=6 and N=10 respectively,
graphs of multivariate normal reliability differences vs H.
The upper curve is for GOV = .7, the middle curve for GOV = .5,
and the lower curve for GOV = .3 . These figures are











N-VARIATI£ mmkL REIIABTLITY DTi-VliKENCE, R^-It , VS
fcaSSIQN TIME, H, FOR AN K=6 COMPCWiHT SYSTEM
FIGo 3.2
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-as ao H
Figure 3.3 presents, for GOV = .1
,
graphs of multi-
variate normal reliability differences vs H. Each curve
represents the difference function for a given value of N.
The influence of N on the difference function may be readily






Increasing N from 4 to 8 will result in a




N-VAHIATE WmUL RiUABILiaT DliTEKENCE, R^-Rji VS
MISSION TIME, H, FOR COVARIANCE .?
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 present, for H = -1.5 and -2.0
respectively, graphs of multivariate normal reliability
differences vs N. The upper curve is for GOV = .1 , the
middle curve for GOV = . 5 , and the lower curve for GOV = .
3
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 differ from the above only in that
GOV lies on the abscissa and the curves are plotted for
selected values of N.
These two sets of figures are intended to show the in-
fluence of the number of components and the covariance




N-VARTAT?: NOW.AL RELIABILITY DIFi-'ERQTCE, R^^-R^, VS
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F-VARIATE NORMAL RELIABILITY DIPPEl^EflCE, Rp-Rj , VS
NUMiSEH OF COMPONaiTS IN SYSTEM, N, FOR H = -2.0
MFIG. 3.6
TI-V\>^IATi': ^CRMAJi RELIABILITY DI.F?'ERa:CE, R^^^-Ry, VS





























Figure 3.8 presents graphs of multivariate normal relia-
bility differences vs log R, where R is the ratio of the
number of positive elements to the number of negative ele-







Covariance matrix contains 8 positive
elements (not including main diagonal)
,
and 4 negative elements.
Then:
log R= log 8/4 = log 2 = .3 . From
the appropriate curve, with this
value of log R, a reliability
difference of .06 is approximated.
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N-VARIATE NORMAL RELIABILITY DIFFERENCE, Rj,-Rl, V3
LOG R FOR COVARIANCE = -3
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Figure 3.9 presents graphs of multivariate normal
reliability differences vs N, for selected values of RI
.
RI represents system reliability computed using the product
rule, that is, system reliability computed under the assump-
tion of independence. If GOV = .7, this figure may be used
to compute R (H)
,
given the component reliability and the






R. (H) = .90
Then
(R. (H) ) ^ = RI = .435 ^ .44,
assuming component reliabilities
are equal.
From the curve, "RI = .44" , a
reliability difference of .28 is
approximated. So Rp)(H) =




N-VARIATE NORMAL RELIABILITY DIFFERENCE, Rt^-Rj, VS
NUMBER OF SYSTEM COMPONENTS, N, FOR dOVARIANCE a.?
Figures 3.10 and 3.11 present, for GOV = .3 and .7
respectively, graphs of multivariate normal reliability
differences vs RI . In Figure 3.10, no attempt has been
made to draw smooth curves through the data points.
Rather, curves have been drawn to indicate the region
within which the data points lie. In Figure 3.11, curves






Find AR (H) for N = 2 and N = 8:
From Figure 3.11,
ARj^(H) for N = 2 is .08




N-VilRIAT3 NORMAL RELIABILITY mPPERM^CE, R^-%» VS
itj. i;'OK GO\^AhIAi^Cji; = .^

Figures 3.12-3.14 provide an easy means of comparing the
variation of RD and RI with H, for selected values of N and
GOV = .7 . The upper curve represents RD, and the lower








From Figure 3.14, RD is found





Desired system reliability = .90 = RD
GOV = .7
Find required component reliability:
From Figure 3.12, RI = .83
R. (H) = (.83)"''/'* = .955, assuming
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> FIG. 3.14
'• SYSTbM RELIABILITY VS MISSION TIMS, H,


















TABLE OF N-VARIATE NORMAL RELIABILITY DiFFERENCES
N« 4
H RO RI RO~RI
FOR COVARIANCE » .3
-Z.b • 98 • 98 • 01
-Z.Q • 94 • 91 •03
-1,5 • 81 • 76 •03
-1.0 • 59 • 30 • 09
-.5 • 36 • 23 • 13
• • 16 • 06 • 10
• 5 • 06 •01 •05
FOR COVARIANCE « •S
-2^5 • 98 • 98 • 00
-2^0 • 94 • 91 •02
-1^5 • 84 .76 •09
-UO • 63 .50 • 13
-•5 • 41 .23 • 18
• • 23 • 06 • 16
• 5 • 09 • 01 •08
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TABLE 5.01 (cont.)
TABLE OF N-VARIATE NORMAL RELIABILITY DIFFERENCES
N« 4
H RD RI RD-RI
FOR COVARIANCE « •?
-2.5 • 98 • 98 • 01
-2.0 .95 • 91 • 03
-1.5 • 85 • 76 • 10
-1.0 • 69 .50 • 19
-.5 • 50 .23 • 27
-.4 • 47 .18 • 28
-.3 • 42 • 15 • 27
-.2 • 37 • 11 • 26
• • 30 • 06 • 23
• 5 • 14 • 01 • 13
76
TABLE 3.02
TABLE OF N-VARIATE NORMAL RELIABILITY DIFFERENCES
N« 6
H RO RI RD-RI
FOR COVARIANCE » .3
-2.5 .96 • 96 .00
-2.0 .90 .87 .03
-1.5 .73 .66 .07
-1.0 .49 • 35 .14
-.5 .25 • 11 .14
.0 • 09 • 02 .08
.5 • 03 • 00 • 03
FOR COVARIANCE » .5
-2.5 .97 • 96 .00
-2.0 .90 .87 .03
-1.5 .79 .66 .13
-1.0 .55 • 35 .20
-.5 .33 • 11 .22
.0 .16 • 02 .15
• 5 • 06 • 00 •06
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TABLE 3.02 (cont.)
TABLE OF N-VARIATE NORMAL RELIABILITY DIFFERENCES
N" 6
H RO RI RD-RI
FOR COVARIANCE « .7
-2.5 .97 • 96 .01
-2.0 .92 • 87 .05
-1.5 .82 • 66 • 16
-1.0 .64 • 35 • 28
-.7 • 50 • 19 .31
-.5 • 44 • 11 • 33
.0 • 24 • 02 • 23
• 5 • 10 • 00 • 10
n
TABLE 3.03
TABLE OF N-VARIATE NORMAL RELIABILITY DIFFERENCES
N» 8
H RD RI RD-RI
FOR COVARIANCE « .3
-2.5 .95 .95 • 00
-2.0 .86 .83 .03
-1.5 .68 .58 .10
-1.0 .44 .25 • 19
-.5 • 19 .05 • 14
FOR COVARIANCE « .5
-3^0 • 99 • 99 •00
-2.5 • 96 • 95 • 01
-2^0 • 89 • 83 • 06
-U5 • 72 • 58 • 15
-l.O • 53 • 25 • 27
- •S • 28 • 05 • 23
• • 12 • 00 • 12
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TABLE 3.03 (cont.)
TABLE OF N-VARIATE NORMAL RELIABILITY DIFFERENCES
N« 8
H RD RI RO-RI
FOR COVARIANCE .7
-3.0 .99 .99 .00
-2«5 .97 .95 .02
-2.0 .91 .83 •08
-1.5 .79 .58 .21
-1.0 .62 .25 .37
-.8 • &4 .15 .39
-.5 .39 .05 .34
• .20 .00 .20
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TABLE 3.04
TABLE OF N-VARIATE NORMAL RELIABILITY DIFFERENCES
N- 9
H RD RI RD-RI















« COVARIANCE » .5
.95 .95 • 01





TABLE OF N-VARIATE NORMAL RELIABILITY DIFFERMCES
N= 10
























-1.5 .78 .50 .28
-1.0
.57 .18 .3^
-O.i. •53 .13 .40
-0.8 •49 .09 .40
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TABLE 5.06
TABLE OP N-VARIATE NORMAL RELIABILITY DIFFERENCES
N» 12
H HD HI RD-RI
POH COVARIANCE =
.5
-1.5 .65 .44 .22
FOR COVARIANCE »
.?
-2.5 .97 .93 .04
-2.0
.8i^ .76 .15
-1.5 .75 .44 .51
-1.0 ,56 .13 .43
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Tables 3.07, 3.08, and 3.09 give some insight into the
net effect on the reliability difference when both positive
and negative covariances are present in the covariance
matrix. It is known that if the elements of the covariance
matrix are all positive, the reliability difference will be
positive. If all negative, the reliability difference will
be negative. If, on the other hand, the ratio of the number
of positive elements to negative elements is R, the reliabil-
ity difference may be positive or negative, depending upon









no. positive elements = 2
no. negative elements •= 10
GOV = 1 . 3
I
H = -1.0
R = 10 = 1/5
Entering Table 3.07 with R = 1/5





Entering Table 3.09 with GOV = .7




TABLE OF N-VARIATE NORMAL RELIABILITY DIPPERE'CES FOR COVAHIANCE = + OR -
.3 Bi RATIO R, NTJl/BBR POSITIVE ELEMMTS/NUMBER NEGATIVE ELEaniHJTS, FOR N=4







































-1.5 .74 .76 -.02
-1.0 .44 .50 -.06
-.5 .12 .23 -.11
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TABLE 3-08
TABLE OP N-VAiaATE NOHWAL RELIABILITY DIFl'EltiillCES FOR COVAiilANCE = OR -
.3 IN RATIO R, NUMBER POSITIVE ET.KMEMTS/NUMBER NEGATIVE ELEMH^'TS, FOR N=8








-1.0 .27 .25 .02
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TABLE 3.09
TABLE OF N-VARIATE NOKMAL RELIABILITY DISTERENCES FOR COVARIANCE « OR
IN RATIO R, NUMBER POSITIVE ELEMi»TS/NUMBER NEGATIVE ELEMENTS, FOR K=4
R - 1/1
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APPENDIX I
USE OF TABLES WHEN NORMAL FAILURE DISTRIBUTION
IS OTHER THAN STANDARD (0,1)
As stated previously, the data in the tables of sections
2
1 and 2 were computed for the standard normal (y . = 0,a, = 1)
The purpose of this appendix is to explain how to use these
tables when the normal failure distribution is not "standard".
I.l Use of the bivariate normal tables in section 2.
Recall the following transformations from section 2.1:
h = ^'-^1 k = ^'-^2 (I-l)
^1 ^2
One enters the tables with max(h,k) and A = min(h/k, k/h)
.
If the distribution in question is not standard normal, it
may be seen from the transformations above that the values
of h', k', y,, a,, y^/ and o^ must be known in order to use




h' = 10.0 hours
y^ = 11.5 hours
^1 = -^
k' = 5.0 hours









_ 5. ^ _ 5.0 - 7.0 _ _
A = h/k = .5
Thus, Table 2.07, for A = .5, would be entered with H = -1.0
and RHO = .5. A reliability difference of .048526 is so
obtained. It should be noted that p'(h',k') = p(h,k).
([7], page 163.) If the calculated values of A and (or)
89
RHO are not among those tabulated, a linear interpolation
may be made
.
1.2 Use of the multivariate normal tables in section 3.
Due to the fact that the multivariate normal tables of
section 3 are not as complete as those of section 2, their
use is somewhat more restricted. In particular, the elements
of which the H vector is composed must all be equal; similarly





h' = 5.0 hours
y^ = 7.0 hours
a^ = 2.0




h'^ = 6.0 hours
y- = 7.0 hours
03 = 1.0
h'. = 1.0 hours
\i. = 2.0 hours
^4 = 1-0
Using the transformations of (I-l) , h, = h2 = h^ = h. = -1.0.




In the likely event hj_ ^ h2 ^ . . . , the following approx-
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A practice in systems reliability studies has been to
assume that the components making up these systems fail
independently, i.e., correlation effects are ignored.
As a result, the reliability computations are somewhat
simplified. Correlation among the system components,
however, will in fact result in a system reliability
which may be quite different from that computed under
the assumption of independence.
For serial systems, distributions are developed for the
multivariate normal. The reliability of serial systems
undergoing these failure distributions is then investi-
gated for selected values of correlation. Comparison is
made with reliability values assuming independent fail-
ure, computed using the "product rule" by multiplying
the component reliabilities. The differences between
these two estimates are tabulated and graphed. An
analysis of the results indicates that increasing system
complexity and correlation is accompanied by a corres-
ponding increase in the reliability difference, and for
certain parametric values the effect of correlation can
be quite important.
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